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The 2018 conference:  Are we ready? Taking the digital city to the next level

The City of Leipzig and Major Cities of Europe have great pleasure in inviting you to the 2018 Major Cities of Europe conference
on 28 to 30 May. All information available athttp://www.majorcities.eu/conferences/2018-leipzig/

About the conference: The overarching theme of the conference is �Are we ready? Taking the digital
city to the next level�. The Objective of the conference is to explore how cities are becoming digital and
implementing their digital transformation plans. We will dedicate time to discussing how to face the
challenges and explore the reality and we are going to examine some current leading-edge developments
and the opportunities offered by emerging technologies, 
Thanks to the contribution of many distinguished international guests from Cities and Academia and
some specialised ICT providers have developed a very interesting programme. 

It's a unique opportunity:

To interact and exchange directly with other European municipalities in a non-commercial
environment,

• 

To discuss about the real challenges that municipalities currently deal about digitization,• 
To test your ideas with �digital leaders' from cities across Europe,• 
To understand how to involve citizens in designing and achieving better outcomes,• 
To see how to use data and information more effectively,• 
To hear the truth, not the spin,• 
To be informed, to be challenged, to be involved � and to have fun. • 
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Evolving Programme:  The programme includes topics of interest for CIOs, Smart City leaders, Policy
Makers and City Managers leading innovation, economic development and citizens' engagement in their
cities such as:

�Swimming in the data sea � are you waving or drowning?� Is the increasing importance of
city data in taking strategic decisions built on solid foundations? How are cities focused on skills,
methodologies and organisation to leverage the wealth of data?

• 

�Making the business case � public value and digital developments�. How investments are
decided. Are we ensuring that digital developments are prioritised and driven by public value and
supported by solid business cases?

• 

�Citizen last? Digital government in practice�. Citizens often do not appreciate or understand
the value of Digital Government for their daily life. How do cities engage citizen's in their decisions
and practical implementations?

• 

�Where next for technology? Seeing beyond the hype�. The tumultuous evolution of
technology offers interesting opportunities to Local Governments. However, these innovations are
not always producing the expected returns. We will review some implementations and the results
that have been achieved. It will be concerned with robotics, artificial intelligence, drones,
blockchain etc�

• 

�Collaboration and co-creation � the road to heaven or the highway to hell?� The value of
collaboration to produce results is well known, but very often collaboration is casual and random
rather than based on a strategic and well-structured approach. Ensuring that all required actors
and skills contribute, including internal and external organisations, public and private players and
academia, start-ups and SMEs should result in a win-win model for all engaged players.

• 

World Café: Following the success of the World Café at last year's conference there is this year
the opportunity to participate in a world café' discussion, with several running in parallel on different
topics.

• 

�Fit for the future? Internal and external skills� A key challenge for all �local governments� is
to ensure the timely development of the skills needed to support the future developments. How to
evaluate what is needed and to make it available What are the key skills that must be guaranteed?

• 

About Leipzig: Leipzig is Saxony's coolest city, a playground for nomadic young creatives, but it's also a
city of enormous history, a trade-fair mecca and solidly in the sights of music lovers due to its intrinsic
connection to the lives and work of Bach, Mendelssohn and Schumann. Owing to its unique system of
passageways, the historic city centre exudes a distinctive flair. Most of the city's sights are located within
walking distance, e. g. the Old Town Hall, St. Thomas Church, St. Nicholas Church, diverse
museums and galleries. Cultural enjoyment is among others provided by the Gewandhaus, the Leipzig
Opera or the world-famous St. Thomas Choir of Leipzig.

Travelling to Leipzig: It is easy to reach Leipzig either by train or by flying to the Leipzig airport or to Berlin and then by train to
Leipzig. Information about how to reach Leipzig is clarified in the conference webpage in the section about �Useful information�

Access to the Programme and Speakers' information and Register here!

Further information: contact the Hotline at +4317189476 -33, Fax +4317189476 -22; email: operations@majorcities.eu.

News from EU projects teaming with Major Cities of Europe
http://www.majorcities.eu/misc/eu-projects/

Route-to-PA final event
On April 17th, the Route-to-PA project has organised a final event in Naples at the Campania Regional
Council premises. During the morning, results and outcomes of the projects have been presented and open
data policies at international level have been discussed with several guests and the end user advisory
board of the project. In the afternoon, a round table on "Practical experience on participation and
transparency in the PA" have been led by Paolo Boscolo of the Municipality of Prato, with the participation
of Cristina Vasilescu from the Institute for Social Research (IT) - EU ENLARGE project, Matteo Satta
IssyMedia, PoliVisu project and ROUTE-TO-PA Project, Diana Krebs Open Knowledge International -
ROUTE-TO-PA Project, Tatjana Perse  City of Rijeka (HR) - Head of e-government and the presidents of
some of the commissions of the Campania Regional Council.

Stay tuned at  http://routetopa.eu
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City.Risks final event
In view of the conclusion of the project, City.Risks is organising a final event in Rome at the Municipality of
Rome in the Capitolium on May 17th, 2018, from 14.00 to 18.00.
The event will host participants from Italy and other countries and also the Project Officer from the EC will
be present, together with the project advisory board. It will include interventions by the Councillor with
responsibility for European policies and the European Commission Representation in Italy. It will be he
occasion to present the project results, including technical outcomes, social aspects and pilot tests.

Stay tuned at www.cityrisks.eu

Join the Major Cities of Europe groups on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook
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